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TRADITIONALISTS OF INNOVATION

65 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE IN CLOSE RELATIONSHIP WITH BAKERY ARTISANS, PIZZAIOLI, PASTRIES,

REFRIGERATORS, RESTAURANTS, IN SEARCH OF EXCELLENCE THROUGH ATTENTION TO DETAIL

Molino Iaquone was born and produces close to the Abruzzo National Park in the green 
and uncontaminated Comino Valley in the Lazio region.

Formerly a land of work of the Bourbon kingdom and on the border of the kingdom of the Popes, two of the 
most important and ancient traditions of white art (Neapolitan and Roman), in which Iaquone has its roots. The 
founder Rocco Iaquone began in 1950 with the stone milling, still used today for our 5 MACINA D'ALTRI TEMPI 

flours, followed by the natural transformation into a cylinder mill. The family and tradition were and remain the 
supporting pillars of Molino Iaquone today as then.

Innovation traditionalists
The ancient milling culture was then enriched by the Research and Development project (High Quality Italian 
Pizza and Digestibility) in which the great technical work carried out by various associations by master pizza 
makers, professional artisans in the world of bakery, fresh pasta, pastry meets with the skilful art of selecting, 

processing and blending the infinite varieties of grains, alternative cereals and noble natural ingredients such as 
mother yeasts. A modern rheological laboratory and a center for technical tests and training complete the 

Molitoria IAQUONE structure, guarantee the qualitative consistency of our products and contribute in a 
fundamental way to research and development.



PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION BRAND BARCODE SIZE UNITS PER LAYER UNITS PER PALLET

SE5A XXXXXXXXXXXX 5 KG 20 200 SEMOLINA REGROUD (RIMACINATA) 5KG IAQUONE

PACK  

EACH

Semolina Reground Rimacinata

Semolina flour has a larger particle size than your regular flour 
(this is why it also works well as a peel dust). Semolina hydrates 
at a slower rate, due to this it is common to add just enough water 
to the dough to give you the desired consistency. Semolina is high in 
protein which creates a perfect yield, it is rich in iron and provides 
antioxidants.
Reground high protein Durum Wheat Semolina can be use for:

Pizza Dusting
Used as a dusting flour when opening pizza dough balls instead of soft wheat flour that can easily burn in the oven becoming 
bitter and can stick too much to dough when stretching. 

Some benefits of Semolina are below:
- Much better to all temperatures
- Makes pizza crust crisp and crunchy
- Gives pizza a rustic color to pizza crust

Bread Making
Gives the bread a golden hue and a crusty crust.

Pasta Making
Gives the pasta a stronger bite and more coarse grind with a golden colour. One of the main reasons why people prefer 
semolina for pasta making is that it is extremely high in gluten, which helps keep the shape of pasta during cooking. This is 
how pasta can come in all different shapes and sizes without risk of falling apart or becoming a giant blob while it is boiling.

Grissini and Grissini Making
Ensures the baking tray and dough stop the bread from sticking. Creates a buttery and golden cookie.

Semolina Gnocchi (Gnocchi Alla Romana)
Gives a the gnocchi a crispy and golden outside and tender in the middle.

Cake Making
Semolina gives the cake a uniquely light, crumbly texture and stays moist.



PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION BRAND BARCODE SIZE UNITS PER LAYER UNITS PER PALLET

FLPILUVE10 XXXXXXXXXXXX 10 KG 10 100 FLOUR PIZZA LUNA VERDE 10KG IAQUONE

PACK  

EACH

Recipe for pizza using 
“PER PIZZA LUNA VERDE”  

Ingredients for short rising dough:
- 14.5 litres (3.83 Gallon) of water
- 25 kg (55lb, 2oz) Flour Per Pizza LUNA VERDE IAQUONE
- Yeast for medium season: Dry yeast 100g. (if fresh 250g.)
- 625g Salt
- 625g Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Ingredients based on flour: 10kg flour, 590ml water, 40g dry yeast or 100g fresh yeast, 250g salt 

Procedure for short rising dough:
- Place flour and yeast in the blender and let it oxygenate for a couple of minutes;
- Add 90% of the water and let mix till complete absorption (about 5' dough has to be smooth and assume a pumpkin shape);
- Add Oil and let it mix until completely absorbed (dough has to be smooth and assume pumpkin shape);
- Add salt and the remaining quantity of water eventually balancing to your discretion, in order to obtain a more or less soft dough 
which has to be dry, smooth, not sticky;
- Leave the dough at room temperature for about 1-3 hours, then make the balls and let them rise for at least 1 hour.

Procedure and recipe for 24 hours rising dough: 
prepare the dough as above but: 
- Decrease yeast of 50%, 
- Add first the salt and then the oil (invert the position in the procedure above reported)
- End of preparation temperature 20-22°c (use cold water, even with ice if in hot place). 
- After finished kneading, make the balls and store at +4°c temperature; 
- before using the balls leave them at room temperature from 1 to 3 hours according to season.

Rising time also depends on inside room temperature of preparation place.
In all cases about 290-320°c (550-610° F.) for crispy pizza, 380-480°c (710-900°F.) for Napoli Style pizza (soft)

Dough can be also used for longer leavening time (up to next day) storing dough at +4°c (40°f) decreasing yeast quantity according to 
length.

Adjustments for different types if pizza to be made upon the above recipe:
- For Pizza alla Pala (long oval pizza) and in Teglia 
(square in tray walking pizza) use more water, 65% on flour



PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION BRAND BARCODE SIZE UNITS PER LAYER UNITS PER PALLET

FLPILUVE10 XXXXXXXXXXXX 10 KG 10 100 FLOUR PIZZA LUNA VERDE 10KG IAQUONE

PACK  

EACH

Recipe for Verace Pizza Napoli Style 
using soft wheat pizza flour Iaquone 
LUNA Verde

Ingredients for pizza:
- 1000ml water room temperature
- 1,7kg Lura Verde flour IAQUONE (about)
- 1g to 2g fresh yeast according to rising time and strength of flour
- 50gr Salt
Ingredients based on flour: 10kg flour, 590ml water,
- 6g to 12g fresh yeast, 29,5g salt

Traditional Procedure for Pizza
- Mix all water and salt and 50% of flour and mix till completely absorbed soon after add rest of flour and yeast and
let it mix till the dough has a soft and homogenous consistence around 20 minutes at slow speed;
- take the dough out of the mixer, place on a table for about 1 hour covered with wet cloth;
- Make balls of 250-300g
- Let it rise for 6 till 18 hours at room temperature (around 20°c)
- Open the dough garnish and bake.

New Procedure for lighter Pizza
- Mix all water and salt and 50% of flour and mix till completely absorbed soon after add rest of flour and yeast and
let it mix till the dough has a soft and homogenous consistence around 20 minutes at slow speed;
- take the dough out of the mixer and place it in a container that can allow the dough to triple in volume.
- The container with the dough can be kept at room temperature for 4 to 16hours or at 5°c up to  1-2 days before
making the balls;
- Make 250-300g balls out of the batch of dough
- Let the formed balls rise at room temperature (around 20°c) for 2 hours up to 6 hours before starting using them
according to temperature of dough batch used and how much the dough batch has rose (if the dough is cold allow more
time, if the dough is younger or not well proofed allow more time)

- In case you stored the dough at +5° you can form the balls the evening and store again in the fridge and use them
the day after by taking them out of fridge few hours before starting to use.

- Open the dough garnish and bake at high temperature:
- Ideally with wood fired oven at around 400°c with medium flame
- If baking with electric oven 450°c setting maximum power dome temperature and lowest bottom temperature
- Gas oven with flame similar to wood fired oven setting
- Deck gas oven set as close as possible to electric deck oven according to oven



PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION BRAND BARCODE SIZE UNITS PER LAYER UNITS PER PALLET

FLPILUGA10 XXXXXXXXXXXX 10 KG 10 100FLOUR PIZZA LUNA GIALLA 10KG IAQUONE 

PACK  

EACH 

Recipe for Verace Pizza 
Napoli Style using soft wheat 

pizza flour Iaquone LUNA 
Gialla

Ingredients for pizza:
- 1000ml water room temperature
- 1,6kg Lura Gialla flour IAQUONE (about)
- 1g to 2g fresh yeast according to rising time
- 50gr Salt
all at room temperature
Traditional Procedure for Pizza
- Mix all water and salt and 50% of flour and mix till completely absorbed soon after add rest of flour and yeast and let it mix
till the dough has a soft and homogenous consistence around 20 minutes at slow speed;
- take the dough out of the mixer, place on a table for about 1 hour covered with wet cloth;
- Make balls of 250-300g
- Let it rise for 12 till 36 hours at room temperature (around 20°c)
- Open the dough garnish and bake.

New Procedure for lighter Pizza
- Mix all water and salt and 50% of flour and mix till completely absorbed soon after add rest of flour and yeast and let it mix
till the dough has a soft and homogenous consistence around 20 minutes at slow speed;
- take the dough out of the mixer and place it in a container that can allow the dough to triple in volume.
- The container with the dough can be kept at room temperature for 6 to 24hours or at 5°c up to  2-3 days before making
the balls;
- Make 250-300g balls out of the batch of dough
- Let the formed balls rise at room temperature (around 20°c) for 2 hours up to 6 hours before starting using them according
to temperature of dough batch used and how much the dough batch has rose (if the dough is cold allow more time, if the dough is
younger or not well proofed allow more time)
o In case you stored the dough at +5° you can form the balls the evening and store again in the fridge and use them the day
after or after 2 days by taking them out of fridge few hours before starting to use.
- Open the dough garnish and bake at high temperature:
o Ideally with wood fired oven at around 400°c with medium flame
o If baking with electric oven 450°c setting maximum power dome temperature and lowest bottom temperature
o Gas oven with flame similar to wood fired oven setting
o Deck gas oven set as close as possible to electric deck oven
according to oven



PRODUCT CODE PRODUCT DESCRIPTION BRAND BARCODE SIZE UNITS PER LAYER UNITS PER PALLET

FLPILUGA10 XXXXXXXXXXXX 10 KG 10 100FLOUR PIZZA LUNA GIALLA 10KG IAQUONE 

PACK  

EACH 

Recipe for pizza using
“PER PIZZA LUNA Gialla”

Ingredients for medium and long rising dough:
- 6-6,5 litres of water
- 10kg Flour Per Pizza LUNA Gialla IAQUONE
- Yeast for medium season: Dry yeast 25g. (if fresh 75g)
- 250g Salt
- 250g Extra Virgin Olive Oil

Procedure for 24-60 hours rising dough:
- Place flour and yeast in the kneading machine and let it oxygenate for a couple of minutes;
- Add 90% of the water and let mix till complete absorption (about 5' dough has to be smooth);
- Add salt and the remaining quantity of water, to your discretion, in order to obtain a more or less soft dough according to own preference 
which has to be in any case dry, smooth, not sticky;
- Add Oil and let it mix until completely absorbed (dough has to be smooth);
- end of preparation temperature 20-22°c (use cold water, even with ice, if in hot place). 
- Let the dough rise in the kneading machine for 15-30’, make the balls and store at +4°c temperature for at least 16h; 
- before start using the balls leave them at room temperature from 1 to 3 hours according to season

Procedure for 24-96 hours:
- Prepare the dough as per 24-60 hour rising dough 
- Leave the dough rise for 15-30 minutes in the kneading machine and place it altogether in the refrigerator in a covered but not sealed 
container at +4 for 24-72hours;
- Prepare the balls 12-24hours before using them. Leave the needed balls at room temperature to be used in few hours time and store the 
rest of dough balls at +4°c to be used within 2-3 days.  Take the balls out of the refrigerator 30’ to 2 hours before rolling out the pizza according to 
age of balls.

Procedure and recipe for short rising dough:
- use the same recipe as per the 24-60 hours rising dough except the following:
a. double the quantity of yeast (5g instead of 2,5g)
b. add first oil (step 3) and then salt (step 4)
- Dough temperature at the end of kneading has to be quite higher according to how fast the dough has to be used;
- Leave the dough at room temperature till the dough double at least, then make the balls and let them rise until them rise again and use 
them right away.

For fried pizza products: (pizza gnocchetti, calzoni, panzerotto etc) 
use dough with at least 24h rising time and when dough is ready to prepare oven baked pizza, roll it out leaving a thickness of about 0,5 cm; then fry 
in oil at 160°-170°c.  

Rising time also depends on inside room temperature of preparation place.
In all cases about 290-320°c (550-610° F.) for crispy pizza, 380-480°c (710-900°F.) for Napoli Style pizza (soft)

Adjustments for different types if pizza to be made upon the above recipe:
- For Pizza alla Pala (long oval pizza) and in Teglia (square in tray walking pizza) water quantity has to increased to 70-75%



MEET THE MOLINO 
IAQUONE FAMILY

 SEMOLINA REGROUD (RIMACINATA) 5KG

 FLOUR PIZZA LUNA VERDE 10KG 

FLOUR PIZZA LUNA GIALLA 10KG

FLOUR PIZZA LUNA ROSSA 10KG

FLOUR PIZZA ALLA PALA 10KG

FLOUR PASTA FRESCA 10KG

FLOUR DUSTING SPOLVERO 5KG 
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